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Abstract 
Let XI,X 2 . . . .  be independent identically distributed random variables. Then, Hsu and 
Robbins (1947) together with Erd6s (1949, 1950) have proved that 
S()~)d"t= L P( IX I+ "'" +X° l~>2n)  < ~-, V2>0,  
n=l  
if and only if E[X 2] < .re and E[X~] = 0. We prove that there are absolute constants C~, 
C 2 e (0, oo ) such that if X~, X 2 . . . .  are independent identically distributed mean zero random 
variables, then 
2 C12 2E[XZ'I,dx,i>~;:}]<~S(£)<~C2). E[X£'I.lx,:~;:], 
for every ), > 0. ,(~ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
Keywords: Rates of convergence in the law of large numbers; Complete convergence: 
Hsu Robbins ErdiSs law of large numbers; Tail probabilities of sums of independent identically 
distributed random variables. 
1. The main result 
Hsu and Robb ins  (1947) have shown that if X1,X2, . . . .  are independent  and 
ident ical ly d istr ibuted mean zero random variables with finite variance, then 
P(tS, l>~2n)< vo, V2>O,  (1) 
t z -  1 
where S, = X1 + ... + X~. They cal led (1) the complete convergence of n 1S~ to 0. 
Erd6s (1949, 1950) has shown that a converse impl icat ion also holds, namely  that if 
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n- iS ,  converges completely to 0 and the {Xi} are independent and identically 
distributed, then E[X 2] < oo and E[Xi] = 0. Since then, a number of extensions in 
several directions have been proved; see Li et al. (1995) and Pruss (1996) for partial 
bibliographies and brief discussions. 
The purpose of the present paper is to prove the following two-sided estimate. 
Theorem 1. There exist absolute constants C1, C2 (~ (0, OC~ with the property that if 
X I ,X2 . . . .  are independent and identically distributed mean zero random variables, 
then 
C12-2E[X 2" lllx~l>;.]-] ~< ~ P(IS.I > 2n) <~ C22-2E[X12" 1,1x,l>J, 
n=l  
for every 2 > O, where S. = X1 + "" + X. .  
Remark 1. Let S (2 )= ~.~=~ P(IS,] > An). Under the conditions 
a special case of the results of Chow and Lai (1975, 1978) is that 
- 1 + C l2 -2E[X12- ]  < S(2) • c22-2E[X2- ] ,  
of Theorem 1, 
(2) 
for absolute constants cl and c 2 in (0, oo ). The right-hand side of this is an immediate 
consequence of our theorem, whose improvement there consists in replacing E IX 2] 
by E[X2"l,lx,l>~x,], so that instead of having S(2)= 0(2 -2 ) as 2 ~ oo, we have 
S(2) = 0(2 -2) in the same limit. The left-hand side of (2) can also be easily made to 
follow from our theorem. We can see that our result is an improvement over (2) mainly 
for large 2. 
Remark 2. Spfitaru (1990) has shown that 
f ~ S(2)d2 < (3) OO o 
for all )~o > 0 under the above conditions. This is an immediate consequence of(2) and 
thus also of our theorem. (In fact our theorem was inspired by (3), and the author 
wishes to thank Professor Spgttaru for informing him about (3)). 
Remark 3. Asymptotically for small 2, Heyde (1975) has shown an even more precise 
result than either our theorem or the Chow and Lai inequality (2), namely that under 
the same conditions 
lim 22S(2) = E[X~]. 
2~0~ 
Remark 4. In the setting of Theorem 1, let N~ be a random variable counting the 
number of positive integers n for which [ n- 1S, [ ~> 2. The weak law of large numbers 
implies that N~ is almost surely finite for every 2 > 0. Our theorem then gives us 
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a two-sided estimate on the expectation of N~, since 
E[N).] = E l',i,, 's,,~>~l = ~ P(IS.I >/).n), 
n 1 n=l  
by Fubini's theorem. In other words, our theorem measures the expected number of 
times that ~1-- 1S, makes a given size of deviation from its limiting value of 0. 
Remark 5. It has been suggested by the referee that the present methods, along with 
the work of Chow and Lai (1975, 1978), can probably be used to extend our theorem 
to handle sums of the form 
r 
nP=-2P (IS.I > 2n~), 
where p/> 2 and ~ > ½. It is conjectured that the appropriate xpression with which 
this sum should be compared is E[IYI  r] -} - (E [y2] )  (p~ l),'I2= 1) where Y= 
2 1X. 1.ixl>, ;. However because to try to handle this case would complicate the 
proofs and obscure the ideas, we do not do this, but leave it for the interested reader. 
The author is most grateful to Professor Spfitaru and the referee for pointing the 
author to the work of Chow and Lai (1975, 1978). The author is very thankful to the 
referee for a number of comments which have improved the presentation and greatly 
simplified the author's original proofs. 
The rest of the paper is concerned with a proof of Theorem 1. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
Throughout the present section, we will be working in the setting of Theorem 1, and 
C, C~, Ce, etc., shall denote absolute constants in (0, m ), possibly varying from place 
to place. If E[X 2] = oo, then the middle term in the conclusion of Theorem 1 is 
infinite by a result of Erd6s (1949, 1950), and so we are done. Thus, we may assume 
that E [X~] < ,m. In order that the intuition behind the presence of the factor 
E [X~- 1: ix,J > ;',] in Theorem I instead of the perhaps more natural-looking E [X~] be 
clear, note that if [Xll < 2 with probability one, then the middle term in the con- 
clusion of Theorem 1 vanishes, and so we could not have an E[X  2] factor on the left 
side in place of E [X  2" 1,1x,l>;l]. 
We will always have Sn = X1 + ... + X,,. 
2. I. The upper* bound in Theorem 1. 
As mentioned in the first section of this paper (see inequality (2)), by the work of 
Chow and Lai (1975), under the conditions of Theorem 1 we have 
P(iS,, I >~ 2n) ~ C2- : E [Xf ] ,  (4) 
n = 1 
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for every 2 > 0. We must improve this by replacing X1 on the right-hand side with 
XI"I{Ix,I>~;. l- 
Given (4), we can prove the upper bound in Theorem 1 as follows. We may suppose 
that E ]-X 2 ] = 1 (rescaling if necessary). Let Yn = X.- 1~ ix,,i/> ;} and put Z~ = X. - Y.. 
Note that [Z.I < 2 with probability 1. If E[Y~]  >~ then the upper bound in 
Theorem 1 follows from (4) with C2 = 8C. Hence assume that 
EEY?l < ~. (5) 
(Any sufficiently small number will work in place of i here.) By the choice of Y. and 
Zn, we then have 
E[Z~]  = E[X~]  - E lY  2] = 1 - E [Y~]  > I .  (6) 
Since EEZ 2] < 2 2, it follows that 2 > x f~.  Let p = P(IXl l  ~> 2). Note that 
p= p( iy l l  >~ A) <~ A-2E[y23  <8.~1__v.1 (7) 
Note also that 
[E [Y1] I~<E[ IY I I ]~<2-1E[Y  2 ]=(2  2E[y2] )2<12,  (8) 
where we have used the second inequality in (7). 
Define T .= Y1 + "'" + Y. and U .=Z1+ -.. +Z. .  Let m.=E[T . ] .  Since 
0 = EES.] = E[T .  + U.], we have E[U. ]  =-m. .  Moreover, we have Im.[ < 12n 
by (8). Now, if [S.I >~ 2n, then I T.I ~> 1 2n or ]U.I ~> ½ 2n (or both). Hence, 
n=l  n=l  
+ ~ P([U.[ >~½2n and IS.[ >~2n). 
n=l  
~< ~ P([ Tn -- m.[ >/(~ -- +)~n) 
n=l  
+ ~ P(IU.I >~½2n and [S.I ~> 2n). (9) 
n- -1  
n But, T. -- m. = ~k=l (Yk - E [  Yk]). Applying (4) we thus see that 
P(I T.  -- m.I >>- (½ -- +)2n) <~ C(~)~) -  2 E[(  Y1 -- E[Y~]) 2 ] 
n~l  
= CI)- -2Var Y1 
C1;~ 2E[y? ] .  (lO) 
We must now estimate 
P(IU.I >~½2n and IS.I ~>)on) 
n~l  
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from above. To do this, fix n. Let [n] = {1, ... , n} and write 2 t"] for the power set of 
[n]. Define the random set 
= In] :lx l/> ;.}. 
If ~ = ~ then we certainly cannot have I S, I >~ 2n. Thus, 
P(IU,I >~ ½2n and IS, I/> 2n) 
<~ ~ P(9.1=A)P(IU, I >~½2nl~=A). (Ii) 
A e 2t"l\. {~ "} 
Fix A e 2t ' ] \{~}.  Let v = n - ]AI, where IAI is the cardinality of A. Note that since 
the Xk are independent and identically distributed, we have 
P( IU ,  I ~> ½2nlOd = A) 
=P(  ~ Xk >~½2n [Xk l<2 'Vke[n] \ 'A )  
ke ",A 
= P(}XI + ". +X, . l>~½2nl [Xk l<) ,k= 1,.. . ,v) 
= P(I~., + " '  + ~.~1 ~> ½2n), (12) 
where ~, . . . .  , ¢~ are independent identically distributed random variables such that 
P(~I, >1 t) -- P(X,  >~ t l IX, I < 2) for every t e R. Note that I~.11 < ;~ with probability 
one. One can see that 
E [~, ]  =E[X l . l{ ix , t<x/ ] /P ( IX l l<2)=(1- -p )  1E[Z1] .  
Thus, IE [~ l ] l~<(1-p)1{-2 ,  since I E [Z1] [=IE[Y1] I<~2 by (8) and as 
0 = E[X1] = E[Y1] + E[Z,] .  But p < -{ by (7), and it follows that JE[~I]I < 42. 
Define fig = ~k-  E[~k]. The fig are independent identically distributed random 
variables, bounded in absolute value by (1 +-*6)2 = ~2. Since IE[~.,]I < ~2, we have 
P(I~.I + " + ¢~1 >/½,~n) ~< P(IZ,  + .-. + Z~I >/(½-~))m) 
-- P( l~t  + "'" +~1 >~-*3)on). (13) 
Now, put M=~2,  x=½2n and B=E[~,~]  + ... +E[3~] .  Since the Sk are 
bounded in absolute value by M and moreover are independent identically distrib- 
uted random variables with mean zero, standard exponential inequalities (see, e.g., 
Petrov (1987, p. 254, Lemma 1) or Tucker (1967, p. 129, Theorem 1)) imply that 
P( IS ,  + ... + ~1 ~> x) ~< 2 max(e-*~/gB, e-~/4M). 
Since B <~ vM z and v ~< n, we can conclude from the above inequality that there is an 
absolute constant C, e (0, oc ) such that 
• -- >- ±2n) ~< 2e -c~'. P( I~ I  q'- -t- '-~v] ~ 3 
178 
Combining this with (11)-(13), we see that 
P(lU.l >1½ Zn and lS.l >J 2n) <-.. 
A ~ 2 ["1 ',, {0] 
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Summing this over n, we see that 
P(9.I = A)" 2e-C'" 
= 2e-Cl"P(gI # 0) 
= 2e-C'"p(3ke [n] such that [Xkl /> 2) 
~<2e C~"nP(lXl[ >>- 2) 
= 2e-C~nnp" 
P(IU.I ~>½Zn a d IS.I >1 2n) <~ Cp <~ C2-2E[y23,  
n=l  
(14) 
2.2. The lower bound in Theorem 1 
We shall assume that E[X  2] #0 (since if the variance of X~ vanishes, then 
everything is trivial). 
Lemma 1. Under the circumstances of Theorem 1 we have 
C2-2E[X2"l[pxll>~c;.}] ~ L P( [X1  -[- "" -}-Xn[ ~ 2n), 
n=l  
for every 2 > O, where C and c are finite absolute constants. 
(15) 
The proof of Lemma 1 will be given later. 
Assume (15) for now. Replacing c by max(c, 2) (which can only decrease the 
left-hand side of (15)), we may assume that c > 1. Let A~ = E[X 2. 1,1x, l~>;;4] for 
>! ~ {1,c}. Suppose first that Ac ,/ 2 A I .  Then, from (15) we conclude that 
~C2 2E[X2"I{Ix,I~;.I] <~ L P(IS, I >~ 2n), 
n=l  
which is the desired left-hand inequality in Theorem 1. Suppose now instead that 
Ac < ½A1. Let Y = X 1 • 1,;<~lxll <c;4. Then, EEY 2] = A 1 --  A,. > ½A 1 and E lY  2] ~< 
(c2)2p(]xa] >-2). Thus, 
A 1 < 2El-y23 ~< 2(c2)2p(lx~l >~ 2), 
and hence 
1 L -c  22 -2A l<P( IX11>2)=P( IS l I>A)~ P(IS, I > 2), 
? t= l  
where C = Z,~ 1 2e-C1" n and where we have used the first inequality in (7). Combin- 
ing (14) with (9) and (10), we obtain the upper bound in Theorem 1, as desired. 
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since St = X~. By the definition of A~ we then obtain the lower bound in Theorem 
1 albeit perhaps with a different constant han we did in the case Ac >~ ½,41. Taking 
the smaller of the two constants, we are done. 
Thus, to finish the proof of the lower bound in Theorem 1, it suffices to prove 
Lemma 1. 
Proof of Lemma 1. By scaling, without loss of generality ~ - 1. Fix 7 ~> 1 sufficiently 
large. A more precise choice will be given later. Put 
p,, P(lS,-, l  < )'n)- nP(]X,[ >~ 27n). 
By a chain of inequalities of Erd6s (1949, p. 290, modulo some trivial adaptations). 
P([S,,[ >~ 7n) >~ p~nP(lXt[ >~ 2,'n). (16) 
Note that 
p,  = 1 - e ( lS . - l l />  yn) - nP(IX,] >~ 27n) 
~> 1 .,- 2 .~- 2 lc i-c2 - -  ,~ n CkO.  1] - -  n(27n)-2E[ X2] 
= 1 - - ) , -2 /2 -2( /~-  1)EEX23 - -17 2tl 1EEXI] 
~> 1 -¼7-2E[X~23,  117) 
for n >~ 1, where we have used the fact that 
E[S, 2 1]= Var [S , _ l ]=(n -  ltVar[X~] =(n 1)E[X( ] ,  
since the Xk are independent identically distributed random variables with mean zero. 
We now consider two cases. Suppose first that 
Then by (16) and (17) together with the fact that e([s,,] ~ n) >~ e(]s,,] >/5'm as., >~ 1, 
we have 
P(IS~I ~ n)~ ½nP(IXll  ~ 2;,,). 
Thus ,  
1 ~ 
n= 1 = 
1 f~ LvJP~ IX,I >/27v)dv 
max(v - 1, 1)P(IX11 ~> 2,'v)dv ~>51 
1 fl ~c ) ) 'V )  >>. ~ vP(IX,I >1- dv 
1 2 
= g(27) E [X / "  1,,x, ~2 :]. 
Since ,' will be chosen later as an absolute constant, we are done. 
(19)  
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The remain ing  case is when (18) fails. Then ,  
2 ,2  
EFX le l  > t' • 
Recal l  the  Chow and Lai  inequa l i ty  (2). By its le f t -hand side we have  
- l  +C lg[x f ]<~ ~ P(lS, l>Jn) • 
n- - I  
Let  7 = (5/cl)1/2. By (20) we then  have  
E[x f3  > 2/Cl, 
and so 
1 E[x ] + E[x, =] > 
Thus ,  
( 2) 1 E[X2  ] + _ -1  + ClE[X 2] ~> -1  +Cl -~ 2 
Combin ing  this  w i th  (21) we obta in  (15) as desired. [ ]  
(20) 
(21) 
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